India-China Tech Forum 2018  
December 11-12 | Mumbai, India

Agenda

**Day 1 – December 11, 2018**

**Ji Xianlin Centre for India-China Studies at Mumbai University**

17:30-18:00  **Welcome Remarks**
- Dhaval Desai: Senior Fellow and Vice President, Observer Research Foundation
- Dong Wang: Peking University
- Arun Mohan Sukumar: Head, Cyber Security and Internet Governance Initiative, Observer Research Foundation
- Tang Guocai: Consul General, People’s Republic of China in Mumbai

18:00-19:30  **Startup Asia**
- Rohan Malhotra: Co-Founder, Investopad
- Tanuj Bhojwani: Volunteer, iSPIRT Foundation
- Wang Weijia: Founding Chairman, Chinese Enterprise Institute
- Wu Jiafu: Chairman, Mumeng Group
- Moderated by Lina Sonne: Fellow, Observer Research Foundation

19:30-21:30  **Welcome Reception and Networking Dinner**

**Day 2 – December 12, 2018**

**Ji Xianlin Centre for India-China Studies at Mumbai University**

09:30-11:00  **India, China and the Future of Cyber Norms**
- Arindrajit Basu: Senior Policy Officer, Centre for Internet and Society, Bangalore
- Liu Ke: Former Chief Scientist, GE Global Research
- Sarvjeet Singh: Executive Director, Centre for Communication Governance, National Law University, Delhi
- Wang Weijia: Founding Chairman, Chinese Enterprise Institute

11:00-11:30  **Coffee/Tea Break**

11:30-13:00  **Future Tech and Sustainable Development in a Digitally Connected Future**
- Alok Prasanna Kumar: Senior Resident Fellow, Vidhi Centre for Legal
Policy, Bangalore
- Rishab Bailey: Legal Consultant, National Institute of Public Finance and Policy, Delhi
- Wu Jiafu: Chairman, Mumeng Group

13:00-14:00 Lunch Break

14:00-15:30 China Looks “West”: Cashing in on India’s E-Commerce Market
- Amey Mashelkar: Head, Jio GenNext
- Chen Mingjie: CEO, Huawei India
- Vivan Sharan: Partner, Koan Advisory
- Zheng Bin: General Manager, ICBC

15:30-16:00 Coffee/Tea Break

16:00-17:30 The New Digital Revolution: Mobile First
- Nikhil Kumar: Founder-at-large, Building For Bharat
- Sheng Zhenzhong: Senior Adviser, Alibaba Research Institute
- Vinay Kesari: Technology Lawyer and Entrepreneur

17:30-18:00 Closing Remarks
- Dhaval Desai: Senior Fellow and Vice President, Observer Research Foundation

19:30-10:00 Dinner at Sofitel Hotel